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Long-Distance Reflexives and Conjoined NPs in Kalmyk1 

Ashley Lee 
 
1. Introduction 
 
This report presents data and generalizations concerning the following areas of Kalmyk 
grammar: 

• Conjoined NPs and case suspension in sentences (Section 2) 
• Long-distance reflexives in sentences (Section 3) 
• Interchangeability and modals (Section 4) 
• Direct quotations vs. long-distance reflexives (Section 5) 
• Long-distance reflexives without direct quotations (Section 6) 
• Reflexives and various clauses (Section 7) 

 
2.  Marking Conjoined NPs and Case Suspension 
 
Kalmyk sentences are most known for suspending the verb towards the end. Kalmyk typically 
exhibits ‘Subject-Object-Verb’ order. In the case of conjoined NPs, sentences tend to be ordered 
as ‘Subject-Direct Object1-Direct Object2-Verb’ as shown below: 
 
(1) dordʒɛ sandʒɛ  sagləәr  xojəәrige yzdʒɛ 
     Dorja          Sanja     Saglur   both-ACC saw 
     Dorja saw Sanja and Saglur     (03/09/16) 
 
(2) dordʒɛ  sandʒɛ   sagləәr  xojəәrtəә   dɪkɛrəә  øktʃɛ 
     Dorja  Sanja   Saglur  two/both-DAT  book  gave 
     Dorja gave a book to Sanja and Saglur      (03/09/16) 
 
(3) sandʒɛ sagləәr  xojɛr  dordʒdɛ dɪktəәr  øktʃɛ 
     Sanja Saglur  two/both Dorja-DAT book  gave 
     Sanja and Saglur gave Dorja a book      (03/09/16) 
 
(4) sandʒɛ sagləәr  xojɛr  dordʒige dɛktrar  tsoktʃɛ 
     Sanja Saglur  two/both Dorja-ACC book-by hit 
     Sanja and Saglur hit Dorja with a book      (03/09/16) 
 
In the examples (1) and (4), we observe that -ige is the accusative marker.    
 
 
 

                                                
1 I would like to thank Andrey Boskhomdzhiev, the Kalmyk language consultant for this project, for his unending 
generosity and patience in teaching us about his language and culture. I would like to give special thanks to Seth 
Cable, the instructor for our Field Methods course, for exposing us to the world of linguistic field studies and 
teaching us how to incorporate our skills in helping to preserve endangered languages. 
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(5) ødəәmgigəә  sera utχəә xojerige barəәn  iduβ 
     bread-ACC  fork knife both-ACC used/using ate 
     I ate the bread with a knife and fork     (03/09/16) 
 
(6) Instrumentals 
In (6) and (7), instrumentals are not shown with a case marker, but rather the suffix –r.  
 
     ødəәmgigəә  serar    iduβ 
     bread-ACC  fork-by/with instrumental ate 
     I ate the bread with a fork.     (03/09/16) 
 
(7) ødəәmgigəә  sera utχəә xojɛrar    iduβ 
     bread-ACC  fork knife both/two-instrumental ate 
     I ate the bread with a knife and fork     (03/09/16) 
 
(8) *dordʒɛ sandʒigɛ sagləәrigɛ xojɛr yzdʒɛ 
        Dorja Sanja-ACC Saglur-ACC both saw  (03/09/16) 
 
We observe that using xojɛr with the accusative case marker on both direct objects is excessive, 
hence ungrammaticality.  
 
(9) dordʒɛ  sandʒɛ  bolun  sagləәrigɛ yzdʒɛ 
      Dorja  Sanja  and  Saglur-ACC saw 
      Dorja saw Sanja and Saglur     (03/09/16) 
 
In (9), we observe that the accusative marker can only be used for one direct object (in this case 
D.O.1. They cannot be used for both as illustrated in (8) and (10): 
 
(10) *dordʒɛ  sandʒigɛ bolun  sagləәrigɛ yzdʒɛ 
          Dorja  Sanja-ACC and  Saglur-ACC saw (03/09/16) 
 
This can be repaired by adding dakat in the middle of sentence. This results in in the subject 
“verb-ing” D.O.1 and “verb-ing” D.O.2 as illustrated in (11): 
 
(11) dordʒɛ sandʒigɛ yzun dakat   sagləәrigɛ yzdʒɛ 
        Dorja Sanja-ACC saw after/in addition to Saglur-ACC    saw 
        Dorja saw Sanja and saw Saglur      (03/09/16) 
 
3. Long-Distance Reflexives 
 
The sentences in (12), (13), and (14) indicate that sentences were predicted to be long-distance 
reflexives, actually prefer to be translated into direct quotations. The three sentences below do 
not reflect long-distance reflexivity in Kalmyk.  
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The first-person pronoun in the subordinate clause is used in (12) which literally translates to 
“Dorja thinks ‘Saglur likes me’.” Here we experience an indexical shift where me refers back to 
Dorja.  
 
(12) sagləәr nandəә  durta  gidʒɛ  dordʒɛ  sandʒana 
        Saglur me.to  likes  that  Dorja  thinks 
        Dorja thought that Saglur liked him      (03/25/16) 
 
(13) sagləәrin      sansar,         dordʒarasəә tsokulsin sandʒɛ  nama        tsokla 
       Saglur-GEN thoughts.by  from Dorja hit-REL Sanja  me        hit-PAST 
       Saglur thought that Dorja hit Sanja, who hit her    (03/25/16) 
 
From (13), we observe that ‘hit’ acts as the relative clause which connects Saglur thinking that 
Dorja, which connects Sanja hitting Saglur. The verb appears at the end of the clause. We also 
observe a lack of pronoun markers (e.g. ‘she’, ‘him’) as nama acts as a universal pronoun 
marker. 
 
(14) sandʒɛ nama tsoktʃɛ  gidʒ dordʒɛ  sagləәrdəә kɛldʒɛ 
       Sanja me hit  that Dorja  to.Saglur said 
        Dorja told Saglur that Sanja hit him      (03/25/16) 
 
(15) dordʒɛ tsokəәlsin kykyndəә duruga  bila 
        Dorja hit-REL girl-DAT not.like past 
       Dorja didn’t like the girl who hit him    (03/25/16) 
 
In (15), if the reflexive bidan was to be used in the sentence, it cannot be used to refer to Dorja.  
In general, bidan cannot be used to refer to the subject of the sentence in direct quotations.  
 
(16) sagləәr nandəә  durta  gidʒɛ  sandʒalaβ 
        Saglur me-DAT like  that  thought-1ST.SG.SUB 
        I thought that Saglur liked me       (03/25/16) 
 
The sentence in (16) experiences an indexical shift in which ‘me’ refers back to the first-person 
‘I’.  
 
(17) sagləәr tyndəә  durta  gidʒɛ  sandʒalaβ 
        Saglur that.one-DAT like  that  thought-1ST.SG.SUB 
        I thought that Saglur liked him (Dorja)       (03/25/16) 
 
(18) dordʒɛ tsandəә   durtaβ  gidʒ sagləәrdəә kɛldʒɛ 
        Dorja you-DAT-INF  love.I  that Saglur.to said 
        Dorja told Saglur that he loves her      (03/25/16) 
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(19) sagləәr bidan durta kyn 
        Saglur self love person 
        Saglur loves herself  (03/25/16) 
 
4. Interchangeability and Modals 
Sentences (20) – (22) can all be used interchangeably as an alternative translation to “Dorja 
wants Saglur to hit him”. 
 
(20) dordʒəә  sagləәrdəә  namaɣəә  tsokəә gidʒ  kɛldʒɛ 
       Dorja Saglur-DAT me-ACC hit that  said 
       Dorja wants Saglur to hit him     (04/01/16) 
 
(20) was also preferred as a direct quotation rather than a long-distance reflexive, hence the 
alternative, grammatical translations for the English sentence below. 
 
(21) dordʒəә  sagləәdəә  bijan tsokəәlχo sedʒana 
        Dorja Saglur-DAT self hit-INF wants 
        Dorja wants Saglur to hit him     (04/01/16) 
 
The sentence in (21) could be seen as an alternative, more direct translation that uses bijan.  
 
(22) dordʒəә sagləәrasəә tsokolχarana 
       Dorja by Saglur will want to be hit 
       Dorja wants Saglur to hit him   (04/01/16) 
 
(23) dordʒəә sagləәrigɛ nama tsokəә gidʒɛ 
        Dorja Saglur-ACC me hit said 
        Dorja convinced Saglur to hit him  (04/01/16) 
 
(24) dordʒəә sagləәrdəә bijan  tsukulχar zoβta 
        Dorja to.Saglur self  hit  allow 
        Dorja allowed Saglur to hit him     (04/01/16) 
 
(25) dordʒəә sagləәrasəә xojəәr alma surdʒɛ 
        Dorja from.Saglur two apples requested 
        Dorja asked Saglur to give him two apples  (04/01/16)  
 
An interesting phenomenon that happens is that neither (24) nor (25) feature accusative markers. 
(24) features Saglur as sagləәrdəә and sagləәrasəә, and never sagləәrige. We observe that in (23), 
sagləәrige (with the accusative marker) has to have gidʒɛ at the end of the sentence to be 
grammatical.  
 
(26) dordʒəә sagləәrigɛ nama tsokəә gidʒɛ bijan sagləәtəә  tsokigəә     zastʃɛ 
        Dorja Saglur-ACC me hit said self Saglur-DAT hit-ACC  forced me to 
        Dorja forced Saglur to hit him                     (04/01/16) 
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(27) dordʒəә bijan sagləәrasa tsokulχa βolχarana 
        Dorja self from.Saglur to hit  looking for it 
        Dorja was looking for Saglur to hit him    (04/01/16) 
 
(28) dordʒəә sagləәrtəә tsokulχar bijan bɛldʒɛ 
        Dorja Saglur-DAT hit-INF self plan/prepare 
        Dorja planned for Saglur to hit him    (04/01/16) 
 
(29) dordʒəә sagləәrtəә bijan tsokulχar sedʒɛ 
        Dorja Saglur-DAT self hit-INF wanted 
        Dorja preferred for Saglur to hit him   (04/01/16) 
 
(30) dordʒɛ sagləәrigəә salat nama tsokuləә  gidʒɛ 
       Dorja Saglur-ACC chose me hit  said 
       Dorja preferred for Saglur to hit him    (04/01/16) 
 
5. Direct Quotations vs. Long-Distance Reflexives 
Direct quotations seem to be more preferred than long-distance reflexives. However, there are 
instances where long-distance reflexives can occur, given that a different noun conjugate is used 
and not the accusative marker.   
 
(31) dordʒɛ sagləәr  dordʒige tsokχəә  gidʒɛ itsdʒana 
        Dorja Saglur  Dorja-ACC hit.will  that hope 
        Dorja hoped for Saglur to hit Dorja     (04/01/16) 
 
(31) is grammatical because dordʒige refers to another individual also named Dorja. It cannot be 
said if dordʒige refers back to Dorja the subject. Bijan namaga cannot be used to refer to Dorja, 
the subject himself.   
 
(32) dordʒɛ bijan sagləәrtəә  tsokulχar itstʃana 
        Dorja self to.Saglur-DAT hit-INF hoped 
       Dorja hoped for Saglur to hit him    (04/01/16) 
 
(33) bijan  juməәn  bijasəәn  gartgo,  bijin juməәn bidɛvan βana 
       Self  things  from self leave.not self things at self  be/stay 
       What you have you’re going to lose, what you have stays with you             (04/01/16) 
 
This phrase provided by the language consultant illustrates an environment where different 
variations of the self-reflexive can occur and still be grammatical. 
 
(34) dordʒɛ sagləәr  bijan tsokχəә  gidʒɛ  itstʃana 
        Dorja Saglur  self hit-FUT said  hope 
        Dorja hopes Saglur will hit herself     (04/08/16) 
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(35) dordʒɛ bijan sagləәrtəә  tsokulχar itstʃana 
        Dorja self Saglur.to-DAT hit-INF hoped 
        Dorja hoped for Saglur to hit him    (04/08/16) 
 
(35) is a situation in which long-distance reflexives result in grammaticality, again without the 
accusative marker. Bijan seems to be prevalent in the presence of a dative-marked noun.  
 
(36) sagləәr dordʒda nama tsokχar  sedʒana gidʒɛ  itstʃana 
        Saglur Dorja-DAT me hit  wants  said  that hopes 
        Saglur hoped for Dorja to want to hit her     (04/08/16) 
 
(37) *sagləәr  dordʒda bijan tsokulχa sedχar  itstʃana 
         Saglur Dorja-DAT self hit  wants  said 
 
The sentence in (37) is ungrammatical because the –r suffix does not appear in tsokulχa as it 
does in (35).  
 
6. Long-Distance Reflexives without Direct Quotations 
 
It was previously predicted that because direct quotations are more preferred in translation, that 
long-distance reflexives were ungrammatical in Kalmyk. However that is not the case. They can 
be grammatical with the use of bijan, the self-reflexive verb.  
 
(38) sagləәr bijan dordʒdəә tsokulχar sedʒana 
        Saglur self Dorja-DAT hit  to want 
        Saglur hoped for Dorja to want to hit her  (04/08/16) 
 
In (38), itstʃana could also be used in place of sedʒana. However, both cannot appear together. 
This is contrary to what (37) shows because itstʃana also appears with gidʒɛ. The reflexive gidʒɛ 
allows for both sedʒana and itstʃana to appear in the same sentence.  
 
(39) sagləәr namage tsokχəә  gidʒɛ sedʒanaβ 
        Saglur me-ACC hit-FUT that I want 
        I want Saglur to hit me     (04/08/16) 
 
Nama tends to be used as the reflexive in the presence of gidʒɛ.  
 
(40) dordʒɛ sagləәrdəә bijan tsokulχo sedʒana 
        Dorja Saglur-DAT self hit-INF wants 
         Dorja hoped Saglur will hit herself   (04/08/16) 
 
In comparison to (33) and (34), note the absence of gidʒɛ in (40).  
 
First-person pronouns cannot appear at the start of a sentence as illustrated in the ungrammatical 
example below.  
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(41) *bi sagləәrdəә bijan tsokulχar sedʒanaβ 
         self Saglur-DAT self hit  I want      (04/08/16) 
 
It appears that the presence of bi is excessive since bijan appears in the middle of the sentence. 
 
(42) sagləәr bijan nandəә  tsokulχar itstʃala 
        Saglur self to.me  to.hit-INF wanted 
        Saglur hoped for me to want to hit her   (04/08/16) 
 
In (42), itstʃala cannot be used to imply the execution of an action. In this case, itstʃala implies 
that the speaker had a desire for being hit by ‘me’, ‘me’ being the receiver of the sentence. 
 
7. Reflexives and Various Clauses  
 
The following data in section 7 affirm that various clauses and reflexives can appear in the same 
sentence. Note that the accusative form is never observed in the sentences below.  
 
(43) bijan tsoklaβ 
        self hit.I 
        I hit myself (04/08/16) 
 
(44) sagləәrɪn  itskəә tøndəә  durta 
        Saglur-GEN father that-DAT loves 
        Saglur’s dad loves her    (04/15/16) 
 
(45) sagləәrɪn  itskəә bijan durta 
        Saglur-GEN father self love 
        Saglur’s father loves himself  (04/15/16) 
 
(45) does not have the same implications as (44). The sentence in (45) means that Saglur father 
loves himself, and not his daughter Saglur.  
 
(46) sagləәrɪn  itskəә  bijinɪn  kykyndan  durta 
        Saglur-GEN father  self’s  daughter-DAT  loves 
        Saglur’s dad loves his daughter       (04/15/16) 
 
In the sentence above, bijan cannot be used in place of bijinəәn. However, ɛʋran and bijinɪn are 
acceptable reflexives. 
 
 
(47) sagləәr tsoksin  køβəәndəә durta 
        Saglur hit-REL boy-DAT loves 
        Saglur loves the boy that she hit   (04/15/16) 
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(48) dordʒige  ɛβran  ysin  tsaktəә  sagləәr  hardʒɛ 
        Dorja-ACC herself  see-REL time-DAT Saglur  leave-PAST 
        Saglur left when she saw Dorja              (04/15/16) 
 
ysindəә, which is the relative dative version of ysin, could also be used in in (48).  
bijan cannot be used at the start of the sentence in (48). This may suggest that reflexives at the 
beginning of a sentence are ungrammatical.  
 
(49) dordʒige  ysnasaβəәaβn sagləәr  hardʒɛ 
       Dorja-ACC see.because Saglur  leave-PAST 
       Saglur left because she saw Dorja          (04/15/16) 
 
Bijin can be used before dordʒige if Saglur does not appear at the end of the sentence.  
 
(50) dordʒige  ysχalagəә sagləәr  harχarana 
       Dorja-ACC if.she.sees Saglur  leave-FUT 
       Saglur will leave if she sees Dorja         (04/15/16) 
 
bijin can also be used before dordʒige in (50) as it could have in (49), granted again that Saglur 
does not appear at the end of the sentence. However, it needs to be clear that the subject of the 
sentence and context in general is Saglur.  
 
(51) dordʒla  harχgar   sagləәr hardʒɛ 
       with.Dorja to.meet.purpose Saglur left 
       Saglur left so that she could meet Dorja   (04/15/16) 
 
Again, bijin can be used before dordʒla if Saglur does not appear at the end of the sentence.  
 
8. Conclusion 
 
To summarize, long-distance reflexives can be used when the self-reflexive pronoun bijan or 
variations of it are used to refer back to the subject. Otherwise, the accusative marker would be 
used on the direct object and gidʒɛ would need to appear in the sentence, resulting in a direct 
quotation. Separating the reflexive and the antecedent resulted in ungrammaticality. The data 
shows that long-distance reflexives can be used in the presence of relative, when, because, if, and 
purpose-clauses.  
 
Long-distance reflexives in Kalmyk are freer and have less regulations than East Asian 
languages like Japanese or Mandarin. It is observed that the pronoun nama (me) is used and 
Kalmyk versions of first-person antecedents do not appear in the data presented.  


